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Abstract The remotely controlled vehicle Lunokhod-2 travelled extensively around the edges of a
linear depression unofficially called Fossa Recta. The edges of the Fossa are marked by elongated
boulder fields. Three lines of reasoning suggest that the boulder fields are not the usual 'erratic'
boulders found on a normal mare surface, but are bedrock protuberances: (1) The morphology of
many boulders is reminiscent of primary lava features, (2) toward the edge of the Fossa the regolith
thins out; (3) a model of lunar 'gardening' indicates that no regolith is to be expected in the upper
portion of a non-impact cliff.

The lunar surface appears to be almost ubiquitously covered by a layer of unconsolidated
debris called the regolith. The recognition of an outcrop would have considerable import
ance in the development of present theories and may be useful in the planning of future
missions. The edges of elongated depressions of non-impact origin are a likely place for
the outcropping of bedrock. Possible bedrock protuberances and/or blocks that have
moved only slightly from their original position were described by the Apollo 15 mission
(Swann et al., 1972) at the edge of Hadley Rille.
The Soviet remotely controlled vehicle, Lunokhod-2, travelled extensively in the
vicinities of one of these depressions. This report will present evidence that the edge of
the depression may be the locus of outcropping bedrock.
On January 18, 1973, the automatic spacecraft Luna 21 deposited Lunokhod-2 on the
eastern side of Mare Serenitatis, at coordinates 25°5l' N, 30°27' E. The construction and
operational methods were basically similar to those of Lunokhod-1 (Akademiya Nauk
S.S.S.R., 1971). The main purpose of the mission was the study of the transitional zone
between mare and highland (Florensky et al., 1976). Lunokhod-2 also investigated the
southern part of a moderately sized linear furrow unofficially named Fossa Recta located
on the mare surface in the south-eastern part of the floor of crater LeMonnier (Figure 1).
The topography of the Fossa was reconstructed using the photographs taken by the
vehicle and data supplied by the in-board inclinometers and gyrocompasses. In addition,
one of the authors (A.T.B.) was a member of the geologic group which assisted the
operation 'live'. Notes taken during the 'live' transmission have also been used in this paper.
Part of the research was conducted while L.B.R. was a participant of an exchange program between
the Academy of Sciences, U.S.S.R. and the Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.
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Fig. 1. Locator map of the landing site and travel route of Lunokhod-2. The patterned area repres
sers highland terrain, white areas mare terrains. The tortuous path of Lunokhod-2, has been
smoothened for clarity. The elongated pattern marked with the letter R represents Fossa Recta.

Fig. 2. Copy of a Lunokhod-2 photograph showing the boulder field at the edge of Fossa Recta. In
the original photograph it is possible to see the opposite side of the Fossa, also with a boulder field
located in the same position.
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Fig. 3.
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The boulder field at the edge of Fossa Recta.

In this location, Fossa Recta has a width of 400 to 500 m and a depth of 50 to 60 m.
The length of the Fossa itself is about 6 km, but other depressions to the north indicate
that the trend extends for greater distances.
The sides of the Fossa are not simply sudden drops in the mare surface. Three types of
topographies are present in a traverse perpendicular to the length of the Fossa, symmetrically repeated on the other edge.
At a distance of about 30 to 50 m from what is obviously the edge of the Fossa the
surface begins to tilt gently toward the Fossa, insignificantly at first until a maximum
value of 10° to 15° is reached. This segment, which will be referred to as the gentle convex slope, terminates abruptly when the edge proper of the Fossa is reached. The edge
consists in a sudden increase in slope to 30° or 35° and the presence of an elongated field
of boulders which extends continuously along both sides of the Fossa (Figures 2, 3 and
4). On the inner side of the edge, the slope continues for a drop in elevation of 30 to
50 m. This portion which will be referred to as the steep slope, ends gradually into the
gentle concave slope, which merges with the floor of the Fossa. Figure 5 shows a diagrammatic representation of the Fossa profile.
Three lines of reasoning will be presented to suggest that the elongated boulder field
marking the discontinuity between the gentle convex slope and the steep slope, is constituted of bedrock protuberances and/or blocks that have migrated only an insignificant
distance from their original position.
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Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Another view of the boulder field.

Diagrammatic representation of the profile of a side of Fossa Recta. The opposite side
appears to be symmetrically composed.

The first line of reasoning concerns the morphology of the boulders on the mare sur
face and on the edge of the fossa. The travels of Lunokhod-2 show that boulders on the
mare surface are commonly related with the ejecta from craters or occur inside craters
(Florensky et al., 1976). When the boulders accompany a crater on a horizontal surface,
they are symmetrical located around the crater. If the crater is on a slope, fewer boulders
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Fig. 6.
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Notice the increase in number of boulders on the down slope side of a crater on a slopey
terrain, as described in the text.

occur on the up-slope side (Figure 6). These characteristics leave little doubt that the
great majority of boulders on a mare, if not all, are the product of impact and, as such,
are 'erratic', i.e., they have been moved from their original situs. If the boulders in the
elongated fields on the rims of the Fossa, are in situ or almost so, it is reasonable to
expect that they should display different morphologies.
Boulders of the erratic type have been photographed in great number by many lunar
missions. The following description is predominantly from Lunokhod-2 photographs and
visual observations, but is also applicable to boulders photographed in other locations.
The boulders can be classified into a number of types from their shape, angularity and
surface texture (Florensky et ah, 1971). On the surface of the mare, irregular and prismatic forms predominate. Angularity ranges from angular to rounded. Surface texture is
generally pitted, from extremely so to slightly so (Figure 7).
Boulders in areas between craters appear to be more rounded and more pitted than
boulders inside craters, probably because of age and because boulders are more exposed
when not in a crater (Figure 8). In addition, boulders in areas between craters are often
on a 'pedestal' while boulders in craters tend to be partially buried.
The density of boulders along the path of Lunokhod-2 was estimated to be as follows:
no boulder larger than lm in diameter, about 3 boulders larger than 20 cm, about 10
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Fig. 7.

Typical prismatic and irregular boulders of the mare surface.

boulders larger than 10 cm, per 100 m 2 . It should be noted however, that the route was at
a distance from any fresh large crater so this distribution is probably not representative
for the whole area.
Now let us describe the boulders along the edges of the Fossa. On the gentle, convex
slope boulders are similar to those on the regular mare surface. As the edge (the sharp
change in slope) is approached, the density of the boulders increases until, near the edge,
boulders are so abundant that the zone can be classified as a boulder field.
The first general impression of the boulder field is that it is comprised of many
horizontally elongated boulders. Such shape is also present among boulders on a normal
mare surface, but not as abundantly as on the edge of the Fossa (Figures 2, 3 and 4).
When individual boulders are examined, a large number of them are undistinguishable
from those on a mare surface. Rounded to intermediate in angularity, prismatic in shape,
they seem to be lying on the regolith. There are, however, boulders of a new morphology.
These are ellipsoidal in shape and are partially buried. The surface appears to 'peel' away
along the ellipsoidal shape (see especially Figure 2). Flat and even fractures occur on their
surface. There is a definite resemblance to primary features of lava morphology. If this is
true, then the amount of impact reworking must be small and the boulders are either still
attached to the bedrock (they are bedrock protuberances) or they have moved by an
insignificant amount.
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Fig. 8.
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Typical eroded boulder.

The second line of reasoning involves estimates of the thickness of the regolith. On a
normal mare surface, most of the boulders are located around or inside craters of diameters larger than 10 m, suggesting that only craters larger than this value reach the bedrock, and thus establishing the thickness of the regolith to be 3 to 5 m. On the gentle convex slope, conditions are different. Boulders are related with craters as small as 4 or 5 m
in diameter. The average grain size of the regolith is also large on the gentle convex slope
than on the normal mare. This indicates that the thickness of the regolith is smaller on
the gentle convex slope than on a normal mare surface. The suggestion is that the gentle
convex slope is caused by a decrease in thickness of the regolith, until, at the point of
slope discontinuities, the bedrock is exposed. Figure 5 shows how the above two points
can be interpreted. The regolith thins out toward the Fossa until it disappears and the
bedrock is exposed.
Finally, we may try to justify the above observations by developing a model. It is
generally accepted that lunar regolith is predominantly caused by the continuous
'gardening' of the lunar surface caused by micrometeoritic impacts. Each point x on
the surface is subjected to (i) erosion, when a micrometeorite hits it and ejects material
away, and (ii) sedimentation, when a micrometeorite hits a nearby point and ejects
material to x. Larger meteorites complicate this picture, but as they are much less
common, they will be ignored.
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The above process can be expressed as

where z is the elevation of the point, min is the mass sedimented in and
is the mass
ejected out. FL is some function.
In first approximation, the amount of erosion at x can be assumed to be a function of
the solid angle of the sky 'seen' by x, or

The amount of sedimentation at л: can be assumed to be a function of the erosion
occurring at points surrounding x, or

where r and В represent the polar coordinates of the points surrounding*, and
. . . are functions.
The expression can be simplified for a two-dimensional case. Then:

where
are functions of rapidly decreasing importance.
The expression can be further simplified by averaging each series as it would be pro
duced by the ejecta from one point only. This is reasonable because the contributions of
the farther points are negligible. In this way,

As we are not interested in absolute results, but only in relative effects, the functions
can be assumed to be linear and can be simply expressed by constants of
proportionality. The relative values of these constants can be calculated from the boun
dary conditions of 'gardening' on a plain, where it can be assumed that
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Fig. 9.
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The sequence of profiles of a theoretical cliff, subjected to erosion as described in the text.

(whether the Moon gains or loses mass through billions of years is irrelevant, as we are
dealing with ballpark approximations.)
The above conditions are fulfilled for F1 = 10 -2 , F2 = 10-2,F3 = 0.5 x 10 -2 . Figure 9
shows one example of topographic modification obtained by these procedures. Changing
constants and initial values changes somewhat the progression, but does not change the
property that the upper part of a cliff is subjected to erosion, while sedimentation occurs
on the lower parts. Mass-wasting, ignored in the equations, would emphasize the result.
It is reasonable to expect that regolith will develop faster where sedimentation exceeds
erosion, more slowly where the two are equal, very slowly where erosion slightly exceeds
sedimentation, and not at all where erosion considerably exceeds sedimentation. This
model indicates that the upper slope of a cliff is the locus of maximum erosion and the
place where bedrock outcropping should be expected. The discontinuity in slope between
the gentle convex slope and the steep slope cannot be reproduced by the simple model,
which assumes homogeneous material. Intuitively, the discontinuity bedrock-regolith,
would cause a discontinuous profile. Another way of visualizing the thinning of the
regolith is by realizing that erosion will not be balanced by equal amounts of sedimen
tation, because the Fossa will not supply the ejecta to the nearby surface, simply because
of being topographically lower.
In conclusion, bedrock, or at least minimally reworked boulders, can be expected to
occur on the lunar surface at the edges of non-impact depressions with sufficiently steep
slopes. As all lunar samples collected so far are 'floating' material, it is hoped that the
future will see an effort to have outcrop sampling done, and that the cliffs around a
Fossa or a Rima seems to be the most promising site.
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